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The project

• Support: curiosity-driven, no funding

• Project: What is the case for subsidizing 

renewables and how much subsidy is justified?

– Cases: solar PV vs CCS

• The need for collective action

Global Apollo Programme 2015

• Factors influencing benefits and subsidy rates



Why support low-C energy?

• Producing immature technologies creates learning
• Not captured by producer

• Learning-by-doing depends on cumulative production
• not output from each unit once installed

•cost reduction per doubling of cum. prod
• solar PV 20-22% over past 40 yrs, grew 28% last year

• on-shore wind 12%, CCS: 1-5% (Rubin

•Hard to disentangle R&D and production
• two-factor rates attribute less to LbD, more to R&D

• solar PV 12%, on-shore wind 9%

But much R&D stimulated by the same factors
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Solar PV cost fall 20% as capacity x2 

German wholesale prices fall 50% in 

5 yrs, 40% of which due to RES

Dear Robert 

 Nice start – yes to something on winter package and if needed I could bend my mind to 

that next week. Brief comments 

Slide 3 not sure electricity will bear major burden – it is much harder to decarbonize heat 

and transport – perhaps put large percentage improvement or something like that? Also 

50% RES only if no nukes and CCS. Do you mean capacity or output? 

Slide 5 – not sure I like repeated section headings popping up – once at start is enough 

S 6: On solar perhaps include graph such as 

 

Figure 2 Cost reductions and capacity expansion in solar PV modules 

Source: Delphi234 - Own work, CC0, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=33955173  

 

And give graphs of price fall? 

Problem is not that each conventional plant offers fewer ancillary services but that the 

demand is higher and there are fewer conventional plant 

S9: 3: value and/or marginal cost? 

S14 agree to drop 

S15 – stress importance of right locational signals for new plant as durable decision, less 

urgency to get spot prices fixed now as they can be fixed later (tho good to do it if not to 

hard) 

Happy to have a shot editing slides directly if needed. 
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Undertaking a social CBA

• Specify program: investment trajectory

• Specify scope – e.g. Global Apollo Programme

• Specify counterfactual absent technology

• Predict penetration allowing for:

– Cannibalisation given local market area

– Sequencing of resource exploitation (for PV, wind, …)

– Ultimate saturation (e.g. solar PV < 20%?)

• Determine social value of output: displaced fuel, CO2

• Does program have a positive net social benefit?

• If yes, what is the maximum justifiable subsidy?
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Determinants of PV subsidy Bt /c0
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unit cost c0

in 2015, 

$1,050/kWp b: coefficient on cost decline (Kt/K0)
-b

g: rate of growth of cumulative capacity

r: social discount rate

T: saturation date

Justified subsidy very sensitive to learning b, λ

b = -ln(1-λ)/ln(2), where λ is the learning rate
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Spill-over value by 

country for solar PV

80% of total? 



Illustration for (footloose) CCS
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Share of initial cost experiencing LbD

T1 Date growth falls from g to m

For λ= 5%, b=0.074, g=10%, T1=25 yrs, m=2%, r=3%, 

subsidy rate = 11%. 

At λ=2%, subsidy falls to 7%
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Global Apollo Programme

• Learning spill-overs are global

• PV delivers global climate change mitigation

=> ideally collectively support global programme

• Each member subscribes in proportion to GDP
– or more progressively? relate to GHG emissions?

• Funds allocated competitively per kWp

– e.g. premium subsidy for 20,000 kWh/kWp

=> invest where the subsidy needed is 

minimized

• stimulate CCS by emissions intensity?
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Conclusions

• Solar PV varies with location, has limited 

penetration that affects justified subsidy: 

– Benefits maximized by choosing right places

• CCS footloose, growth constrained by market

• Global benefits need global support =  Apollo

– regional benefits capture only part of cost fall

• Results sensitive to fossil and carbon prices, PV 

learning and growth rates, discount rate, resource

CCS: justified subsidy much less than solar PV
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Illustration for solar PV
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Emissions of CO2 by country and 

share of total emissions 1950-2013

CAIT Climate Data Explorer. 

2017. Washington, DC: 

World Resources Institute. 

Available online at: 

http://cait.wri.org


